For Immediate Release

DRIVEN: FROM WHEELCHAIR TO RACE CAR

HOW FAST DOES YOUR WHEELCHAIR GO?
Coming to DVD June 24 with On Demand Platforms in July 2014
LOS ANGELES, CA (June 11, 2014) Following a tragic motorcycle accident, Mike Bauer found himself
confined to a wheelchair, a paraplegic. Used to constant movement and reinvention, Bauer was living in
chronic pain when he became a patient of rehabilitative neurosurgeon Dr. Scott Falci. When Falci
recognized the signs of depression in his patient and after learning about Bauer’s earlier life, which
included driving race cars, the doctor conceived of a race car with adaptive controls. DRIVEN: FROM
WHEELCHAIR TO RACE CAR, shares the collaboration of Mike Bauer and Dr. Falci as they develop new
technologies to put paraplegic and quadriplegic folks back on the track. Directed by Brian Malone
(PATRIOCRACY, CELEBRITY TRIALS IN THE MEDIA), the documentary will be released by Cinema Libre Studio
on DVD starting June 24th with on demand options to follow in July.
Falci Adaptive Motorsports, founded by Dr. Scott Falci, is one of the world’s premiere organizations
dedicated to putting wheelchair-bound race enthusiasts into a racing experience. The ultimate mission of
Falci Adaptive Motorsports is to add “motorsports” to the ever-growing list of athletic and recreational
pursuits enjoyed by the spinal-cord-injured population while advancing the development of adaptive
technologies. The car built for Mike Bauer is a 2001 Corvette C5 Stingray with the design team RaceKraft
and Design and is equipped with hand controls for acceleration, an infrared shifter, and a hand brake.
Says by Brian Malone, Emmy winning director of PATRIOCRACY and CELEBRITY TRIALS IN THE MEDIA,
DRIVEN takes a look at a family whose life was shattered in one tragic moment as they push to give Mike
Bauer’s life a new purpose.
OFFICIAL TRAILER: www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7t_8WPNfRk
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SYNOPSIS: Mike Bauer was born to be fast until a tragic motorcycle accident left him paralyzed and on the
verge of suicide. When he meets Dr. Scott Falci, a rehabilitative neurosurgeon and an amateur racer, they
venture into the uncharted territory of designing a race car for the paraplegic driver. Will climbing behind
the wheel of this new race car be enough to bring Mike back from the brink?

The DVD includes features: “The Car Build,” “Mike’s Test Lap,” Photo Gallery, Trailer, Interactive Menus
TECHNICAL DETAILS: USA | Documentary| Unrated | 55 mins | Directed by Brian Malone
DVD DETAILS: CLS 1194| 881394119420 | SRP: $ 19.95
DIGITAL ASSETS:
Website: www.drivendocumentary.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Driven/503739823087698
Trailer: www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7t_8WPNfRk | https://vimeo.com/94585697
Poster: http://cinemalibrestudio.com/clscatalog/2014/driven-dvd-keyart-final-72dpi.jpg
Add’l clips on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCOaARTycsULLIOw555_i7AoGw01_bo1a

Add’l clips on Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/album/2875389
ABOUT CINEMA LIBRE: Cinema Libre Studio is a leader in distributing social-issue documentaries and
features by passionate filmmakers. Headquartered in Los Angeles, the Cinema Libre team has released
over one hundred films including the Sundance Audience Award‐Winning FUEL, THE END OF POVERTY?,
Rachid Bouchareb’s LONDON RIVER and Oliver Stone’s SOUTH OF THE BORDER. The studio is in preproduction on John Perkins’ best‐selling memoirs, CONFESSIONS OF AN ECONOMIC HIT MAN, into a major
motion picture. For more information and updates, please visit: www.cinemalibrestudio.com| Updates |
Facebook | Twitter .
For screener or interviews, please contact press (at) cinemalibrestudio (dot) com, ph: 323-785-1585
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